The Throne of Solomon
While 'Aziz fulfilled one of his most important unofficial
dudes, which was that of explaining me to the inhabitants as
we went along, I sat by the hearth in the chief hut and enjoyed
the play of light from the door on four jars which nearly
filled the interior against a cavern-like background. A cradle
took up what space was left over, and in it a wizened baby
doomed to die was being fed on milk and chupattis, a sodden
diet which must account for tens of thousands of infantile deaths
every year. In the warmth of the fire the slabs of hillside
which formed the inner wall were completely blackened by
flies, petrified in an innocuous coma.
Only the Alpine air can make light of these discomforts.
By five-thirty I was glad of my coat; the sun rays had lost their
power and in the keen evening one seemed to breathe health
and strength with the mountain coldness. Out in the sunset
the homing flocks poured like honey down the hillside with
their shepherds behind them; beyond the cries and greetings,
the barking and noises of the camp, lay the silence of un-
inhabited mountains, a high and lonely peace.
The master of flocks and 'Aziz had a lot to say to each other,
being old friends. The former was a wealthy man, with a
habit of authority no doubt fostered by three wives, and he
apologized for the simplicity of his mountain life, passing it
over lightly, as a man of breeding.
I soon left them to their gossip, and found my way into one
of the little pens, where my bed was put up in the moonlight.
Elburz, under the pale spaces of the sky, stood in majestic
folds, as if wrapped in some royal garment of light: the moon
swam above, barely higher than our high sleeping-place she
seemed. When I awoke, some hours later, she looked
scarcely to have moved in those distances of sky. I was roused
by a large black figure snuffling close to my pillow, moving
about among my soap and toilet things; for a paralysed moment
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